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IN T R O D U C T I O N  
This is a dungeon from my home game, recently defeated by the players 
(for the most part). If anyone from that party is reading, any parts that 
you haven’t explored yet need not be identical to what’s in here, so don’t 
go trying to cheat or anything (it won’t work).  

For a bit of background, this takes place in the temple of an ancient 
though still active religion. The city this particular temple is located in is 
slowly sinking into a poisonous lake, so the building itself is only 
reachable by boat (unless anyone is dumb enough to swim). It’s been 
isolated out there for the better part of 40 years. 

The religion has a pantheon of one thousand gods, each with their own 
small domain. It formed in the cradle of civilization and has somehow 
remained relevant through millennia. The gods are believed to live in 
deep places, be it pits or water. Sacrifices to them are thrown into the 
depths, as are the dead.  

 

NOTES ON GAME MECHANICS 
I decided to write anything system related in the style Lamentations of the 
Flame Princess. It’s probably the old-school roleplaying system that I’m 
most comfortable with, and as no one except me plays my own system 
(it’s not published…yet!), it seemed like the natural fit.  

You could probably use any other such system, like S&W, ACKS, 
Whitehack, LL, and so on. Just keep in mind that I’m using the silver 
standard for coins here, as well as ascending LotFP-style AC. 
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TE M P L E  EX T E R I O R  
The temple is still grand. Of the exactly one thousand steps up the front, 
900-something yet remain above the water. This leaves the temple’s top 
almost 200 meters above the lake’s surface. Its outside is made from black 
mudbricks, bleached and stained by the toxic water below.  

It’s holding together remarkably well, though the bricks closest to the 
water are badly corroded and falling apart like a wet biscuit. The only 
natural place to ascend is the main stairs, unless one could somehow reach 
the lowest terrace at the back. It’s practically impossible to scale the sloped 
outer walls, with their unreliable footholds and smooth surface. 

If anyone wants to run up or 
down the 220 meters of stairs, 
they must save or tumble down, 
taking appropriate damage. 

On the First Terrace lives the 
giant Mantis Shrimp, which 
will be alerted if any sort of 
ruckus is made on the outside, 
arriving in 1d4 turns. 

Apart from that, the outside of the temple is surprisingly safe, at least 
during the day. Should one camp for the night there, creatures from the 
lake and inhabitants of the temple depths will undoubtedly find you.  
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TE M P L E  RE S I D E N T S  
They used to be ten. Now they are four. They are all holed up in the 
“house” at the top of the temple. They don’t have very many useful items 
to give to any adventurers to be, but they are prepared to turn a blind 
eye to some minor pillaging if someone would just clear the temple of 
all these horrible things that are living in the Pit of Sacrifice. 

Kasza, 4th level cleric, 7 HP. Over 85 years old by 
now. With people she doesn’t trust she pretends to be 
senile. She definitely isn’t.  

Aimon, 0-level, 2 HP. Oldest of them all. Was told 
by the former seer that he would prophesize five 
times. Having had four visions before, he’s just 
waiting for his final one, so he can die in peace. 

Ruman, 2nd level cleric, 10 HP. Having grown up on 
the temple he’s nearing 50 years old. Still strong and 
does all the physical labor himself, despite his left arm 
having been torn off by the huge mantis shrimp. 

Tios, 0-level 4 HP. She’s far too young (24) to have 
been born before the water rose, but the others are 
tight-lipped about where she’s from. Maybe those that 
knew are dead. Maybe it’s… improper. 

They are mostly living off the soup stone now (see next 
page), somehow enduring the effects of the poisonous 
lake water. They are likely to accept most adventuring parties in the 
temple (while grumbling), but followers of the faith are preferred.  
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THE DEAD PRIESTS 
• Soros, the former high priest who meditated to death in room F. 
• Kalya and Bor, acolytes eaten by the Deep People. 
• Waruma, the who disappeared into the depths. 
• Yalgun, the old seer who died (from a combination of old age and 

the poison water) while shouting “they are coming from below!” 
• Josafar, the steward, who jumped from the temple roof. 
 

WHAT THE PRIESTS OWN 
They have only five things of value with them in the top house (priests 
are more willing to part with higher items on the list): 

• A 20-meter silk rope. 
• A ritual-use (though fully functional) battle-axe. 
• A pair of ivory prayer bead bands, worth 100 sp each. 
• A soup stone – boiled in water for one hour it produces one ration. 
• The key to the chests in the treasury (room J). 
 

WHAT THE PRIESTS CAN TELL YOU 
Apart from the obvious (their names, some temple history, their religion, 
who died, etc.), the priest can disclose the following information: 

• That the Temple Guardian will punish those that… 
◦ Disturb the skulls in the Path of the Past (room I). 
◦ Steal the plaque from the altar in room E. 
◦ Ruin the sanctity of the Meditation Chamber (room F). 

• That the shrimp lives on the First Terrace (and some info about it). 
• Approximately what kind of things live below (see encounter table). 
• That the bottom of the pit is to be avoided, despite its treasure. 
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MA P  &  KE Y  
Side view of the temple. Dotted lines represent stairs. 

 

RANDOM ENCOUNTERS 
If any random encounters are 
rolled while in the temple, the 
following table can be used to 
determine what is encountered. 
Stats found on the noted page. 

1D6 CREATURES P. 
1-2 1d4 Deep People 8 
3-4 2d6 Cave Spiders 11 
5 1d4+2 Slug Deer 16 
6 Wisp from Below 16 



FIRST TERRACE 
The first terrace used to be a meditation platform, were young acolytes 
would sit and endure the sun for hours. Currently, the gigantic mantis 
shrimp lives here, basking and sleeping for a few hours in the middle of 
the day, and hunting during the rest of it. There is a handle-less stone 
door to room E, obvious but difficult to open without the terrace key. 

Giant Mantis Shrimp: Armor 16, 
Move 20m, 4 Hit Dice, one claw 
doing either 2d6 or 1d12+1 damage 
alternately1, 11 Morale. The shrimp 
can leap instead of attacking, moving 
an additional 10m and crushing 
whatever it lands on for 1d6 damage unless a save vs. breath is made. 
 

GARDEN TERRACE 
Once the home to a beautiful garden, this platform is now mostly 
covered with an overgrown and petrified rose bush. The only living 
thing is a pale white tree, without leaves. It looks horribly out of place 
here, and if damaged it will bleed a thick red sap. The door to room H 
is hidden behind the thick and thorny vines of the long-dead roses. 
 

WELL TERRACE 
Half of the terrace has collapsed, leaving only soft-crunchy bricks, but 
the well is intact. One could still draw water with the bucket and winch, 
or climb down to room P. The water is around 50 meters below. 

                                                   

1 Mantis shrimps can have crusher or piercer claws. This one has one of each, 
and switches between them with every attack. 
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A – RITUAL CHAMBER & UPPER FLOOR 
The old ritual chamber is now cluttered with dragged-down furniture 
from the upper floor. A square hole, 2 by 2 meters, is in the center of the 
room, covered with planks and heavy chests (to stop weird stuff from 
climbing up). The hole leads into the shaft of the Pit of Sacrifice. At least 
one of the four living priests are always in the room.  

The upper floor holds four beds. One of them doesn’t belong, and comes 
from room B. There has obviously been a lot more of shelves and chests 
here before, and the room looks quite stark without them.  
 

B – OLD BEDROOM 
This room is currently occupied by the Deep People. 
They are the color of dead skin, gaunt, and quite insane. 
There’s nine of them total, 1d6 of which are usually 
here. The room is pretty much empty apart from rags. 

Deep People: Armor 12 (naked), Move 35m, 1 Hit Die, 
wields wooden spears for 1d6 damage (can be thrown), 
7 Morale. They fear fire but overcome that fear quickly. 
 

C – TRAP CHAMBER 
A small and bare room, with only a large stone chest. The lid has some 
unexpected resistance when opened, until it snaps open, dropping a stone 
slab over the entrance. A save can be made to jump through the door 
before it’s blocked. The slab can be pushed into the room by someone 
strong on the outside (which won’t crush people on the chest). 

The chest seems full but is in fact only 5 cm deep. It only contains 100 
sp in coins, and 4 jade chunks worth 25 sp each.  
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D – KITCHEN 
This used to be a kitchen, probably. It’s completely wrecked by the Deep 
People. Any of them that are not in room B and not out hunting just 
hide in here. Stowed in the oven are what’s presumably their treasures: 
two ivory prayer bead bands (worth 100 sp each), and 63 sp 108 cp in 
small change. It’s all bundled in rags. 
 

E – ALTAR 
There’s an altar covered in hundreds of candles surrounding a gold 
plaque (worth 600 sp), depicting a multitude of eyes caught within a 
swirling mist. The Temple Guardian (in room L) will awaken if this 
plaque is stolen and chase the perpetrators. Behind the altar lies a bricked 
over doorway. It’s falling apart. The path leads to First Terrace. 
 

F – MEDITATION ROOM 
A small cube-shaped room, with walls covered 
in smooth black stone. In its center sits a starved-
to-death priest in lotus position, holding their 
jade prayer beads (worth 1100 sp) in a death 
grip. Should the corpse or room be disturbed, 
the Temple Guardian will awaken in room L. 
  

G – CONTACT CHAMBER 
Inlaid with black stone, the focus of this room is a 2-meter diameter circle 
for summoning ghosts and spirits. There’s currently one inside. Its name 
is Theraspes. It died some 400 years ago and has been trapped in the circle 
for 24 years. It knows quite a bit on the construction of large structures, 
though not very much, it explains, on ways lay wards against poison and 
disease on such structures (much to the dismay of his summoner). 
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H – GARDENING ROOM 
Half-rusted gardening tools hang on the walls, and have apparently been 
knocked down by some struggle. There are two corpses sprawled in the 
room, both mostly eaten. One of them holds the Terrace Key, a large 
flat thing that sticks to the terrace doors. There’s a 50% chance of there 
being 2d6 Cave Spiders here. They are the size someone’s face. 

Cave Spider: Armor 14 (skitter), Move 40m, 0 Hit Die, bites for 1 
damage and 1d4 poison (save for none2), 9 Morale. Acts on instinct. 
 

I – PATH OF THE PAST 
A long corridor, lined with the skulls of former priests. Each one has 1 sp 
per eye socket, but if you start stealing coins, the Temple Guardian will 
eventually awaken. There’s some 400 skulls in total.  

At the end of the corridor there’s a deep hole. It’s also filled with skulls, 
though no coins here. They might be the skulls of (unlawful?) sacrifices. 
If anyone goes into the hole they will take 1d4 damage per round (-1 if 
in chain and -2 if in plate) as the skulls tear and constrict more than they 
should. If one penetrates to the bottom (maybe 3-5 
rounds time), they will find a skull seemingly 
protected by the others. Inside it something is 
growing. It’s red, bloody flesh, growing like a flower.3 
 

J – TREASURY 
There’s 8 large chests made of hardened wood, with iron fittings. They 
are all locked and chained together through the handles. They contain: 

                                                   

2 Am I cheating with saves here? 
3 I’m going to be mean and not explain this. Another plot hook? 
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• Arch-priest’s black and gold robes, worth 400 sp. 
• 40 offering tokens in a box (gold, each worth 5 sp), a marble statue 

worth 150 sp which holds the token (when they were sold). 
• A gold circlet, large enough to be hung around one’s neck, shaped 

into flames and spikes. Worth 2000 sp as jewelry but provides a cleric 
one additional first level spell per day if worn for the full day. 

• 20 holders for icons (worth maybe 2 sp each). 
• 108 large, black candles, each worth 1 sp (more to a sorcerer?). 
• Two smaller cashboxes, one containing 6 gp, 1057 sp, 2953 cp, and 

the other containing 8 gp, 444 sp, 1754 cp. They are both locked. 
• The key to the aforementioned cashboxes. The key to the terrace 

doors. The keys to the temple housing complex (submerged). A 
backup key to the 8 chests. An unknown twisted copper key. 

• A chained-up mummy, its skin scribed in an archaic language. It 
might be some kind spellbook. It can’t be that dangerous… right? 

 

K – SOLITUDE CELLS 
Two 1-meter cubed rooms, most likely used for punishment. The upper 
one holds the corpse of some unfortunate person. When the door is shut 
from the outside, anyone inside is completely isolated.  
 

L – TEMPLE GUARDIAN ROOM 
It’s a simple chamber, and empty apart from the Guardian and one 
thoroughly impaled corpse, thrown to the side. The mudbrick floor has 
been worn down to a smooth, polished surface. 

The Guardian is large. At first it might look like the statue of an 
anguished person of immense size. It’s made of basalt, that has seemingly 
been exposed to weather and wind for some hundred years. The features 
are rough and unclear. It wields a large copper-and-iron lance and shield. 
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Unless someone disturbs it or any treasure or rooms it protects, it will 
stand still. If you awaken it, it will hunt you all 
the way down the temple stairs and into the 
water, unless the high-priest stops it. 

Temple Guardian Statue: Armor 19 (it’s rock), 
Move 30m, 5 Hit Dice, lance for 1d8, Morale 12.  
 

M – SECOND TRAP CHAMBER 
Just before one can get a clear view of the fallen treasure at the bottom 
of the shaft, lies the second trap chamber. A large doorway opens into a 
room filled with a pile of treasure. It looks just a little bit too orderly. In 
the middle of the pile lies a golden head, that would barely fit through a 
door. The center might be stone, but it’s still worth 5000 sp if you can 
somehow get it out. For the other treasure, refer to the I grab something 
from the pile-table on page 14. Unless extreme care is taken each person 
can only grab one item before the trap triggers. 

It’s obviously all a ploy. When someone climbs on the pile, or starts 
rummaging too much, the floor falls out and all the treasure (and overly 
greedy adventurers) fall down into a pit. You might warn the players 
that the pile sways under pressure, and anyone caught should be allowed 
a save to jump to safety. The entire false floor catches for a second or two 
below, allowing one last chance for rescue before the fall into oblivion. 
 

N – PUNISHMENT SHAFT 
A lonely corpse hangs by its tied-together hands and feet. One can winch 
it up. It’s presumably one of the priests. It’s unclear which, and if it was 
hung before or after the rise of the water. The body is stripped bare but 
might contain something in its mouth or chest cavity. (Be creative! It’s a 
good place to throw some weird plot hook! Or just more treasure). 
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O – THE OLD WELL 
It’s a large stone-laid cistern, with 1-meter deep water. The only thing 
of note is the calcified corpse of a priest, 
standing with its hands in the water. If it’s 
touched unkindly it might break (with 
disastrous consequences for the temple). 
It’s continually casting a weak purify 
water into the well. There’s a silver 
necklace with a sapphire (worth 800 
sp) on the corpse’s neck, partially 
trapped by the calcium growth.  
 

P – BOTTOM OF THE PIT 
A huge 40-meter diameter round platform. On it is piled treasures from 
all ages, some rusted apart, some long ago rotted, and some still shining.  

When the first person enters the platform from the circling stairs, a gust 
of wind is sucked in, as a great being inhales. Torches will flicker. A 
shape slowly rises from the pile, coins and offerings falling of in heaps 
and finally revealing a dragon. In fact, a vampire dragon.  

Its right side is completely crushed from a great fall, and its still impaled 
by multiple weapons. It needs to eat around 16 people to regenerate its 
broken wing. It knows this and will not mindlessly attack everything. 

Pale Dragon: Armor 18, Move 20m, 9 Hit Dice (but at half HP), bite 
for 1d10 (heals 2 HP) or two claws for 1d6 damage each, Morale 11. 
Instead of attacking and moving, it can breathe a vacuum bubble at a 
target (save or lose your round and get auto-hit by a bite). If it ever 
reaches 75% HP it regains its 50m fly speed. At full HP the vacuum 
breath can target a large cone and deals 1d8 damage as well. 
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You might be able to bargain with it4. It wants a bunch of humans most 
likely (one person eaten heals 1 HD, as does a full cow). It’s willing to 
trade away some of its hoard if you bring it what it needs. If you just 
grab stuff and run, roll on the I grab something from the pile-table. The 
dragon can barter with things from that table, together with the 
following, ranked from most to least willing to offer to any parties: 

• A full-size statue of an ancient king, painted and gilded. 
• A molten-to-a-clump knight in formerly magical plate armor. 
• It can turn you into a vampire-dragon-person… if you survive.  
• The living head of a 6th level magic user. It swears that it’s not mad. 
• The Impaler: a smooth silvery two-handed spear which ignores half 

the defensive effects (AC bonus) of armor worn by its target. 

Keep in mind that the dragon is unwilling to give away all of its hoard. 
 

“I GRAB SOMETHING FROM THE PILE” 
ROLL ITEM VALUE 
1-4 A fistful of coin * 
5 A rusted and broken weapon - 
6 Part of a broken marble statuette 1d4 sp 
7 Something organic – rotted apart  Nil 
8 The idol of a rival religion 1d6! sp 
9 A crushed wax offering 1d6 cp 
10 Carved bones 1 cp 

11-20 Roll on the “something interesting” table 5 sp 
 

Fistful of coin: You get a hold of 2d4 coins. Roll 1d20 for each coin, 
with rolls of 1-10 being copper, 11-19 being silver, and 20 being gold.  

                                                   

4 The dragon is not there to be fought. It’s supposed to be more than most 
normal groups can handle (right now), but allows for some fun thinking. 
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“SOMETHING INTERESTING FROM THE PILE” 
ROLL ITEM VALUE 

1 Re-roll, but its stuck in the pile - 
2 A silver earring stuck in a dried ear 5 sp 
3 The better part of a deck of cards 4 cp 
4 One-third of a wooden throne 1 sp 
5 A gilded bottle of myrrh oil 200 sp 
6 A distinctly non-human mummy 15 sp 
7 A cracked (but large) ruby 250 sp 
8 A silk mantle (only slightly dirty) 8 sp 
9 A broken but jeweled sword 50 sp 
10 A vial of blood – whose? ? 
11 An infinitely sharp razor – don’t cut yourself 5 sp 
12 A bottle of wine – miraculously whole 40 sp 
13 A chunk of raw amethyst 90 sp 
14 Half of some kind of map – treasure? 1 sp 
15 A burnt iron key, the size of a lower arm 3 sp 
16 A decapitated head (partially rotten) - 
17 A clay pot containing narcotics (10 doses) 100 sp 
18 A book on the anatomy of demons 150 sp 
19 A silver spike – long as a hand 15 sp 
20 The crown of a lost kingdom 1000 sp 

 

Re-roll any doubles (except for 1), or make up new entries. 
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A D D I T I O N A L  M O N S T E R S  
The reason for these being random-encounter-only is that they don’t 
really live anywhere. They appear from the depths or the toxic mist, eat 
people, and are on their way.  

SLUG DEER 
They look vaguely like deer, but with the white, shiny flesh of a slug. 
They barely reach up to your hips, and bounce floatily along towards 
you. Really, they are more terrifying than they seem5. They live by 
sucking people’s energy. Where and why they live is unknown, but they 
appear from and returns to the mists. 

Slug Deer: Armor 15 (bouncy), Move 30m, 1 Hit Die, touch decreases 
physical attributes by 1d3 each, Morale 11. The slug deer will only take 
damage from rolls in the upper end of the dice range (e.g. 4-6 on 1d6). 

WISP FROM BELOW 
According to some sages, these things are created when demons exhale 
in hell after devouring a soul. They are mostly harmless, unless you are 
unlucky. It’s some kind of living wisp of fog. It’s always going upwards 
(at variable speed), and can never stop. It dissipates when it reaches the 
upper atmosphere. Sometimes they carry the last wishes of the dead. 

Wisp from Below: Armor 10, 1 HD, moves 1-50m upwards each 
round, and up to 10m to the side. It can only be harmed by pure-magic 
attacks. If it flies on you it will be inhaled unless you save vs. spells. While 
inhaled it can control you for as long as you can hold your breath. 

                                                   

5 Interestingly, slug deer are the monster feared the most by my players. I 
don’t really know why… There has been one combat round of contact.  
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DE S C R I P T I V E  DE T A I L S  
The Deep People look like they have starved to death for generations, 
which together with their corpse-white skin could lead to someone 
mistaking them for skeletons at a distance. Though they screech and 
gibber, point at people and jump madly6, so that mistake is cleared up as 
soon as you come close. They are very dumb too. 

The Cave Spiders have a human-head-sized body, and semi-long legs. 
They are probably grey-green. They just skitter after you, eager to eat 
your entire face. I think of them as more hard-chitin than hairy. 

The priests are vaguely Babylonian in style (square beards!). I guess they 
look kind of skinny and tired, after living 40 years on weird magic soup 
and the remains of offerings to the temple.  

The temple looks somewhat Babylonian as well. I think it’s outer design 
is inspired by a sketch of what the real-life tower of Babel would have 
looked like. It should be buildable with ancient technology.  

 

Slug deer are soft, and wet. They 
wrap their entire, boneless head 
around people to suck their very life 
out. They have no eyes, no mouths, 
etc. I have no explanation for what 
they really are. Something weird. 

 

                                                   

6 Not unlike Oolacile Citizens from Dark Souls 


